The events of this past week – and the reaction to them – have left us all stunned and carrying great heartache.

*How can we find hope among the ruins, and peace beyond the vitriolic?*

By spending time with those of other faith traditions who also seek understanding.
By building relationships with people across borders and traditions.
By seeking to learn and grow outside our little boxes of existence.

Toward this, I invite you to come and take part in the **Tent of Abraham’s Interfaith Thanksgiving Celebration.**
This Sunday, November 22, at 4:00 pm. In United’s sanctuary.

We will enjoy Hindu dancers, Muslim prayers, Christian choirs, Jewish music, Unitarian readings, and Buddhist poetry...

All pieced together by Prayers for Peace among all peoples and clips on “Diversity” from the James Baldwin documentary.

A reception follows with food from the various traditions represented.

We need this Celebration more than ever and us Christians need to show up – and join our interfaith friends – to give thanks for the gift of our diversity.

Peace, Salaam, Shalom – Reverends Sara and Tracy